INDUSTRY
Product development and serial production of rubber parts

FISHING INDUSTRY
Production and repair of rubber fishing equipment

OFFSHORE
Specially developed fender systems and solutions for offshore wind turbines

FOOD INDUSTRY
Products in FDA approved rubber
What to expect from us

For more than 30 years we have supplied the industry’s perhaps best rubber products for all sorts of industries around the globe. The secret is experienced professionals, quality materials and fast delivery.

Expertise and know-how
We have made +1000 different rubber products for more than 500 customers. This has given us great technical expertise on manufacturing rubber products, which we bring with us into every solution. We would also like to share our expertise with you and participate in the development from drawing board to finished product.

The right quality
We can produce almost all types of rubber grades. For us, this is not critical. But we can’t help but advise you on which quality is most cost-effective for the task. We strive to always deliver the best quality available, from the first chat until the finished product.

We live to deliver fast
One of our core competencies is to deliver quickly. We know that time often costs you dearly. That is why we have a flexible production facility. And when the job requires it, we are happy to work both day and night. This can quickly save you many hours of downtime.

Longer service life
We produce moulded rubber articles primarily through the process of hot-vulcanization. A process, where the rubber flows together and becomes dimensionally stable using pressure and heat. This ensures homogeneous products with a long service life.

ISO 9001
RG Rom Gummi is certified to ISO 9001 standards. *It is essential to continuously define the goals and processes that are necessary to deliver results that match our customer’s demands and our own policies and then continuously measure them. We appreciate being measured because as a result we are encouraged to keep our promises*, says CEO, Jesper Berg Kristensen.
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Sprayable polyurethane rubber

Our polyurethane solutions are very versatile as we can spray liquid polyurethane rubber on several different surfaces. Among others we have sprayed horse trailers, cattle transports, towing trucks, fenders and table tops. As the possibilities are not explored fully yet we expect to produce several new products in the future.

Durable solutions prolonging lifespan
Regardless the product type, the common thing is that our sprayable polyurethane solutions prolong the lifespan of the product.

A tow truck for an example becomes more durable, when spraying polyurethane rubber onto the bed. This is due to the fact that the underlying surface is spared, but also because the rubber is more resilient than the original material.

Satisfied restaurateur
- The tables have definitely met our expectations. We believe, it is a wonderful way to make the existing interior looking good and different, as well as the tabletops fit well with the surroundings. Additionally, this is something the customers notice, underlines Michael Buch, restaurateur at Restaurant Luna.
Moulding

We mould a large part of our products as one of the benefits of moulding is a very durable product. The range of moulded products consists of everything from slurry plugs to handles on vintage vehicles and belt sander wheels. We can mould in all forms of rubber and we can help you, whether you have a prototype or serial production in mind.

We make our own moulds

Good service and solid solutions are essential parameters for us. Therefore, we make most of our moulds. This way we can always stand behind the quality. In addition, we invest in our own sprayers, which we use to polyurethane spray items.
Hot-vulcanization

We have more than 30 years of experience with hot vulcanized rubber products, and with autoclaves up to Ø2x10 meters, we can make almost every kind of product in any size. For an example we manufacture fish pumps, deburring tubs and road rollers in all sizes. The hot-vulcanization is a process where the applied rubber melts together and becomes dimensionally stable using pressure and heat. This ensures homogeneous products with a long lifespan.
Handcrafted rubber products

Rubber production requires hands-on processes, which ensures solid and durable products. Since a higher education in rubber production does not exist, we inherit knowledge by assigning a mentor to new employees. The many years of experience among our employees, together with a profound culture of knowledge sharing, results in the fact that the number of employees equals the number of rubber specialists within the company.

All in all our methods ensure quality in everything we do.
RG Rom Gummi has produced quality rubber products for the fishing industry since 1983 providing us with a great insight into the industry's needs. Especially quality products and short response time among the suppliers are essential parameters.
Quality above all
We do not compromise on quality. Therefore, we have developed a durable marine rubber that can withstand the severe weather conditions at sea. Additionally, we hot vulcanize products such as fishing pumps, different rolls, and blocks, which ensures a rubber product that lasts longer. Prompt deliveries are in our DNA, and we can in most situations make day-to-day-deliveries.

We cover all corners of the industry
Besides our wide range of products including balls, rolls, covers, and belts of all sizes, we also repair or retread broken and worn down rubber products such as balls and rolls. Furthermore, we offer new fish pump hoses as well as we can assemble and thereby lengthen used ones. We can even repair used, perforated hoses.
We are specialized in hot vulcanized rubber for maritime environments, and our experience in this particular field extends well over 30 years. Since 2008 we have produced various rubber solutions for offshore including boat landings, jackets, and track shoes for cable laying equipment.

The defining characteristic of our rubber production is that we manufacture any kind and any size in any number at any time. The only thing we do not vary is the quality of our craftsmanship and our rubber. Additionally, we tailor our products according to the specific requirements and needs.

**Boat landings**

RG Rom Gummi offers rubber solutions for boat landings at all types of offshore foundations, including monopiles and different jackets. Regardless the task we always use our durable quality rubber to ensure a perfect product.
Jackets
Due to the various types of jackets RG Rom Gummi customizes the rubber solutions from time to time. Our production methods are structured to make room for fast changes so that we rapidly can make a mockup for testing and afterwards transfer it into serial production.

Pipe clamps
The pipe clamps are retrofitted on the existing piles and play an important role in managing riser pipes carrying lift gas and as elevation clamps for extraction of oil and gas. The reason why RG Rom Gummi applies rubber into the pipe clamps is to prevent the weldings from shuddering apart.

Single unit production
When it comes to the pipe clamps we most often make single unit productions which fit perfectly into our flexible production methods. That means that we never give a single unit production lower priority than serial productions. At last but not least we do not charge overprices for single unit productions, as our precept is to always deliver superb quality to a fair price.
RG Seaside Fenders ensures most days at sea

RG Seaside Fenders is mainly known for superior bow fenders, but we are more than that. We produce complete solutions for the whole vessel from bow to stern, adjusting every fender to the individual vessel and its working conditions.

We ensure the most days at sea, as the bow fenders are made from hot vulcanized quality rubber for maritime use, which makes them highly resilient to effects from the ocean water, ozone and ultraviolet sun rays. This means, that the fenders in spite of harsh conditions are very durable. Moreover the rubber generates an incredibly high friction; greater than most other fenders in the market, leading to a safer transition from vessel to wind turbine even at a low thrust. This gives low fuel consumption and minimizes vibrations throughout the vessel.
Multiple purposes in one fender

Why throw something away that is not broken? A fender from RG Seasight Fenders is not a use and throw-away fender. We can renovate or modify it, regardless whether the fender has been damaged, worn down or if it is to be used on another type of wind farm.

Renovation
At the time of renovation, this fender had been used for a period of well over three years, which equals more than 15,000 berthings. The fender is still sailing and we have not seen it since it was renovated back in 2013.

Modification
Changing the shape of a rubber fender is rather straightforward, also with multiple modifications like this where all three nipples were modified. The nipple in the middle was lowered, and the inclinations of the two nipples at the ends were made steeper as well as the tips were rounded.

48 hour service
Bow fenders are working tools put under a substantial and continuous amount of pressure ensuring it to wear down. Even our quality fenders will eventually wear down. Our production methods are therefore constructed so that we can renovate or modify a fender within a short while. In most cases we only need the fender in our care for 48 hours.

All in all rubber fenders make an effective and profitable solution that adds up to most possible days at sea together with the fewest costs for the conversions.
Mission
The purpose of RG Seasight Fenders is to produce solid fender systems that improve the safety on board crew transferring vessels in the offshore industry - in particular the fender systems which due to their construction ensure a safe transfer of crew from vessel to wind turbine even under rough conditions. This means fender systems that ensure the highest possible efficiency from more days at sea.

The numbers speak for themselves
RG Seasight Fenders has bow fenders on fifty percent of the vessels on the marked and has thereby delivered more than 250 quality rubber fenders since 2008. Only five are discarded, and the rest is still in use either in the original shape, modified, or renovated.
Durable fenders
- from standard models to customized solutions

Our standard fenders are made of the durable rubber type NR/SBR as T- and D-fenders, which are among other things used for vessels, harbours, and trucks. Additionally, we can deliver various customized solutions tailored to individual needs.

Additional options
We also offer various features such as waffle patterns and to apply an additional wear layer on the fenders to increase wear resistance and thus durability. Most often we recommend that the wear layer is made from our own specially developed rubber type, which is resistant to effects from ozone, UV-rays and ocean water.
Rubber sheets

Our range of rubber sheets is infinite, as we can combine numerous thicknesses with several densities and colours within our many different rubber types. Thus, we deliver solutions for all kinds of industries both as whole rolls and units cut after specific measurements.

Covering all tasks

Oil packings, manhole gaskets, covers, wear rubber for harsh environments such as gravel pits and sandblasting cabins, the possibilities are endless. So are the utilities, as the rubber sheets for example can be used for sound absorption interfaces and for creating vacuum.
Cellular rubber sheets

In continuation of the rubber sheets we have the cellular rubber sheets, which also come in many different materials and for multiple purposes. The different properties as thickness, density, and quality make it possible to tailor the right solution at the right price.

Flexible material

Cellular rubber is very suitable for interlayers between two surfaces that are tightening together, and especially for two non-straight surfaces. That is due to the fact that cellular rubber absorbs greater tolerances than solid rubber. At the same time the tightening process requires less power using cellular rubber than solid rubber.
Sponge and rubber profiles

Round and rectangular cords, hose and hatch profiles, u- and p-channels; the options are many with our extruded rubber profiles available in different thicknesses, densities, and qualities in both solid and cellular rubber. On this basis, we can ensure the most suitable product at a price that makes sense.

Snowplough blades

Our snowplough blades are produced in the strong and durable rubber type, NR/SBR, with the density of Shore 80. We mostly manufacture the rubber blades according to standard sizes, but we can also deliver them according to customized dimensions. As a starting point, we deliver the snowplough blades without mounting holes. However, we can also handle that if needed.
**Processed units**

**Multiple choices give correct method**
In addition to moulding, we offer different production methods such as die, water, plotter and kiss cutting together with punching and milling. When we make smaller amounts from a thicker material, we often use water cutting. On the other hand, we use punching for several thousand units in a thinner material. The many different methods, we master, ensure the most optimal product at the best price.

**Pre-applied adhesive**
We offer both rolls and sheets with pre-applied adhesive that are obtainable in almost any rubber type including cellular rubber. Products with pre-applied adhesive ensure an easy and quick mounting and prevent layovers, as the adhesive dries immediately. At the same time the products give a fantastic finish as it doesn’t leave any residue from adhesives or brushes.

**Standard and customized sizes**
Regardless the product, gaskets, membranes, profiles, etcetera, we are able to deliver units according to both standard sizes and individual needs.
PVC solutions for many purposes

**Crash doors**
Our durable PVC crash doors are available in three designs, a single panel, a double panel and a tri-panel. The crash doors are both flexible and reliable making them suitable everywhere from industrial factories over hospitals and pharmaceutical units to food preparation companies even with cold storing.

**Strip curtains**
The strip curtain system is simple and easy to mount and clean. The system comes with a stainless steel rail with fittings in both ends and strips of three different widths. We adapt our strip curtain system to individual requirements and offer moreover a standard and a cold resistant version.

**PVC sheets**
RG Rom Gummi manufactures and stocks a large PVC sheet range consisting of a wide selection of widths, thicknesses and colours. The PVC sheets are used for a variety of things across a number of industries such as horsebox dividers, window panels and non-slip mats.

**PVC tiles**
To create a brand new look at a showroom or an exhibition stand only calls for a minimal effort with our stylish PVC tiles that come in various colours and patterns. Fortunately, the tiles are not only about the looks, as they also have high load capacity and a good chemical resistance. Along with the fact that the tiles are easy to clean, they are also ideal for garages and work areas.
Rubber sheets and flooring

Rubber sheets
RG Rom Gummi has different rubber sheets on rolls in several sizes, thicknesses, and patterns. The most common colours are black and grey, however other colours are also available upon request. The rolls are 10 meters long and vary in width, so we can customize any product either based on measurements or drawings. The sheets are very durable and useful for numerous purposes such as protective layers in trunks and tool cabinets, and even as electric isolating mats around power panels. Last but not least, we offer a nitrile rubber sheet, which is oil resistant.

Ergonomic rubber mats
Our ergonomic rubber mats prevents workers from getting tired legs during stagnant work as the mats ensure a good blood circulation. Additionally, a majority of the mats are available with leaning edges to avoid the risk of stumbling. The surface is non-slippery making the mats suitable for both dry and wet environments. Besides industry use, the mats are also suitable for entrances and kitchens for which we can provide an antibacterial mat.

Safety tiles and rubber floors
Safety tiles are indispensable at playgrounds and the like where there is the slightest risk of falling down. Our safety tiles comply with approved fall heights and prevent bad accidents such as head injuries. RG Rom Gummi can adapt the tiles to individual needs e.g. regarding thickness combined with possible fall height, and different sizes and colours. Our rubber floors on the other hand are mostly used inside for example for gyms, as the rubber floor is soft and shock absorbing and dampens noise and vibrations.
Solid, moulded, and coated PUR products

Moulded PUR products
We mould PUR products of all kinds, mainly for tasks that demand a material of high strength, great wear resistance and high carrying capacity. Additionally, the material has an excellent elasticity ensuring great user experience. RG Rom Gummi offers densities from Shore 60A to 72D in different colours, which covers any given task from wheels and axles over ball bearings to rollers.

Sprayable PUR products
The sprayable, liquid PUR works as a kind of coating that ensures a durable rubber layer, which prolongs the lifespan of the original product. Our polyurethane solutions are very versatile as we can spray PUR on several different surfaces such as concrete pontoons, horse trailers, cattle transports, tow trucks, and much more.

Solid PUR sheets
RG Rom Gummi has a wide selection of PUR sheets consisting of different densities, thicknesses, and colours. Durability and resistance to gasoline, oil and UV-radiation characterizes the material, and it is primarily used for products that are exposed to rough conditions such as scrapers and snow plough blades. When water cut, the material is as well suited for gaskets and the like. Furthermore, the sheets are available in a FDA compliant PUR rubber.
A rubber manufacturer's toolbox

It is necessary to be well equipped when making quality products. We are ready to share some of our tips and tricks, as we offer a number of the products that are an important part of our working day.

Adhesives
We are able to supply adhesives, sealants, cleaners, and primers for almost any material and thereby for many different applications. We have a wide selection within this category and a profound knowledge about each product, as we use them ourselves.

Rubber knives and hand rolls
One of the tools we find most difficult to do without, is the hand roll. Almost any product that passes through our factory has been rolled when passing through the hands of our skilled staff. Another tool that is crucial to our staff is the rubber knife, which makes the rubber butter-soft to cut.

Rubber patches and tools
Rubber patches are mostly used for fenders, conveyer belts, and inflatable balls for the fishing industry, though they can be used for many different products. Regardless the purpose, we can provide guidance and instructions on how the patches are used in the best possible way. We even offer a RG Repair Kit including patches, glue, grinding paper, and a pump.
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